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Animesh Jain
Engineer UI/UX Designer

AVAILABILITY

SEPTEMBER

EXPERIENCE

6.56 Years

EXPERIENCE SUMMARY
6+ Years in Web/UI/UX Design / Development

 Experience in HTML5/CSS3, SASS and building mobile, responsive/adaptive 

applications.

 Following W3C Standards and create browser supportive layouts.

 Thorough understanding and first hand use of modern development tools such as 

TFS, GIT, SVN or Visual Studio.

 Create E-mail templates and maintaining it.

 Create cross browser compatible websites.

 Create responsive sites through bootstrap 3+ version as well as in media query.

 Ability to interact with clients directly to understand requirements

 Collaborate with back-end web developers and programmers to improve usability.

S KI LLS  &  DEV  T OOLS
Windows 8, Windows SDesign, HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap 3 & 4, jQuery, 
Responsive Web development, Cross browser rendering, W3C Standard Code, 
Adobe XD, Photoshop, Sketch, Marvel app, Figma, Storybook.erver 2012/2008

TECHNICAL SKILLS

CERTIFICATIONS

 Multimedia and CIWP from Arena Animation.

EDUCATION

 Graduate in Commerce from Vikram University Ujjain (M.P.) + Diploma in Computer Programming.

 SSE from MP board Bhopal Year 2005.

 HSC from MP board Bhopal Year 2003.

A happy go lucky person, who likes traveling to & exploring new countries. Animesh
likes the company of his friends and people with whom he can share some words of
wisdom. He has a love for music, he loves to listen & feel on how different
instruments together make it full of life. Ahaa, though he loves music a lot, you will
never find him shaking a leg to it, he is not Dance to the tune person. Though it
sounds so simple, but hard to achieve for many, Animesh wishes to live a happy life to
its fullest!


